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I 
Pellegfinon, KEG Sweep Elections 
Referendum 
Approved 3-1 
mmmmsmm&k 
Turnout 
Is   39% 
By JOE EDWARDS 
News Editor 
The KEG (Keep Eastern 
Growing) slate, headed by 
sophomore Jim Pellegrinon, 
swept to reasonably easy 
student association victories 
yesterday. 
Elected with Pellegrinon were 
Rcbert Warfleld, vice-president; 
Karon Bryant, secretary, and 
James Culbertson, treasurer. 
A referendum which proposed 
a S4 increase in student fees 
was approved by a vote of 2,007 
to 666. 
Thirty-nine per cent of the 
student body voted in the elec- 
tions. 
The vote totals: 
For president, Pellegrinon. 
1,549; Dennis Day, (ACTION) 
829; Robert Blythe, indepen- 
dent, 355, and James Insco, in- 
dependent,  123. 
For vice-president, Warfleld, 
1433; Gerry House, (ACTION) 
795, and Jack Whitney, inde- 
pendent, 623. 
For secretary, Miss Bryant, 
1,691, and Louisa Flook, (ACT- 
ION) 1,126. 
For treasurer, Culbertson, 
1,478;   Shannon  Logan,   (ACT- 
ION)   980,  and  Jerald  Combs, 
independent.   381. 
More than 47.8 9fr of on-cam- 
pus residents voted In the Stu- 
dent Association elections, while 
5.1 %       of those        stu- 
dents living off campus parti- 
cipated. 
All the candidates won by 
more than a 50 % margin of 
the votes cast. 
Karan Bryan, newly elected 
secretary, was the leading vote- 
getter on the KEG ticket, as 
she polled 1691 votes or over 
60 <■/, of the vote in a two-can- 
didate race. 
In the race for president, Pel- 
legrinon finished with 54.2 % of 
the total presidential vote while 
his closest rival Day mustered 
29 % of the vote. Other presi- 
dential candidates, Robert 
Blythe and Jim Insco, netted 
12.5 7, and 4.3 % respectively. 
In the race for treasurer, 
James Culbertson totaled 53.7 
y, of the vote while his two 
competitora.Shannon .Logan and 
Gerald Combs,finished with 33.5 
% and 12.8 % of the vote in 
.their  race. 
Robert Warfield, vice-presi- 
dent elect, was the victor closest 
to   polling    less   than   an   ab- 
solute majority, as he garnered 
50.4   «* fit the  votes cast. 
Pellegrinon is a political sci- 
ence major from New Boston, 
Ohio, ffe has been a Student 
Council member for two years, 
representing his class each 
year. 
This year he has been chair- 
man of the student discount pro- 
gram and the committee which 
revised the student association 
constitution. 
Pellftgrinon, as an out-of-state 
student, will not be eligible to 
sit on Eastern's Board of Re- 
gents. 
Neill Day, chairman of East- 
ern's election committee, said 
that an election will be held 
within two weeks to select a 
student Regent. 
Day said that petitions for 
the seat may be obtained Fri- 
day from the student associa- 
tion office in the Student Union 
Building. 
Day said the election might 
be Tuesday,   May   27. 
Students petitioning for the 
seat most be Kentucky residents 
and full-time students at East- 
ern. , ". 
Pellegrinon said last night 
after the  results had been an- 
nounced that "I am pleased that 
so many persons turned out and 
took an interest This shows a 
very healthy climate for the 
campus." 
"I feel that the students have 
supported KEG," he continued, 
"this Is a mandate for respon- 
sible student action. This could 
be the beginning of real student 
involvement on campus." 
"Dennis Day told T»§~Progress 
last night he plans to appeal 
the election "on the basis of il- 
legal campaigning   around  the 
polls." 
"KEG won because of quite a 
bit of illegal muscle and quite 
a bit of stupidity. If our ap- 
peal is won, Eastern students 
will have a chance to correct 
this fatal mistake," Day said. 
Blythe and Insco could not be 
reached for comment last night. 
Ballots cast in yesterday's 
election totaled 2,886. 
The referendum, should it be 
forwarded to the Regents, calls 
for the increase to be divided 
thus: 
$2 to a student entertainment 
fund; 
$1 to the student association; 
(Continued on Page Eight) 
Student 
Unrest 
Pige 3 /  Setting The Pace In A Progress'!** Era / 
Jim Pellegrinon 
First 
Bike Race 
Page 9 
46th Year, Number 30 
Milestone 
Distribution 
Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky. Ten Pages Thursday, May 15, 1969 
To Begin 
Milestone editor James 
Culbertson revealed late to- 
night that distribution of 
the yearbook would begin 
today at 9 a.m. in Alumni 
Coliseum and continue thru 
next week. 
At the Milestone banquet last 
night, Culbertson distributed 
personalized copies of the book, 
flown In from Texas, to his 
staff and to prominent mem- 
bers of the University commu- 
nity. 
Culbertson also awarded the 
Hall of Fame Award, highest 
honor available to a graduating 
senior, to Pat Newell. The Hall 
of Fame Award is selected by 
a secret committee after re- 
ceiving recommendations from 
the Student Association and 
senior  honoraries. 
Distribution will continue in 
the Coliseum tomorrow, Satur- 
day and Monday, or until the 
supply   there is depleted. 
After next Monday, yearbooks 
may be picked up in the Mile- 
stone office,  Room   415,  Jones 
Building. 
Jim Gano, Milestone business 
manager, said that all students 
will be required to show their 
ID card at the appropriate dls- 
tirbution point and requested that 
they enter the doors according to 
alphabetical groupings. 
850 Seniors Toasted 
In Annual Ceremony 
Too Fast? 
Though speed was a factor in Delta Upsilon's marathon 
bike race Saturday, it is questionable whether Jerry Lyndes, 
rider for Sigma Nu, was going that fast or the photographers 
had trouble with their camera shutters. Delta Upsilon played 
party pooper, as they won their own race. __.!-   . v v     y *«~i~ J (staff photo by Bob Whitlock) 
Eastern formally recog- 
nized some 850 of her stu- 
dents Sunday at the annual 
Honors Day in Hiram Brock 
Auditorium. 
Awards for scholastic and 
leadership abilities were pre- 
sented by about 20 departments 
and 10 campus organizations. 
Those winning recognition in- 
cluded 717 students on the Dean's 
list for academic excellence 88 
In "Who's Who Among Students 
in American Universities and 
Collages," and those winning de- 
partmental awards, scholar- 
ships asslstantships and honor 
society awards. 
Brelsford Presides 
Presiding was Allan K. Brels- 
ford Clayton, Ohio, prssidant of 
Omicron Alpha Kappa, senior 
man's honorary. Carolyn Hill, 
Louisville, president of the Col- 
legiate Pentacle, women's 
honorary, delivered ths invo- 
cation. A reception for hon- 
oraas and guests followed the 
ceremonies. 
Students who received depart- 
mental awards included: 
Agriculture--Ag-Tech Award, 
Joa C. Raisor, Sanders, Ky.(Car- 
roll County). 
Home Economics—Mary King 
Burriar Award, Mrs. Gay Stew- 
art Lexington; Senior Weaver 
Award. Halan Wlnburn, Crest- 
wood (bidham County). 
Industrial       education- -N.G. 
Denniston Industrial Arts Award, 
Stephen Waynd Dardo. Butler 
(Pendleton County). 
Nursing--Outstanding Nursing 
Student Award Kitty Pevaler, 
Milford Ohio; Nursing Achieve- 
ment Award, Dabble Watson, 
Cynthiana. 
Music-     Outstanding    Music 
Service 
Dayton, Ohio 
Education— Gladys P. Tyng 
Award, Patricia Blanche New- 
ell, Louisville and Anita Chris- 
tine Suro, Kettering, Ohio; Out- 
standing Senior Major in Health, 
Charles Pevaler. Milford. Ohio; 
Outstanding Senior Woman Ma- 
jor in Physical  Education Mar- 
Award, David Stivers, 
iha   Friedhoff,  Cincinnati; Out- 
standing Senior Man Major la 
Physical Education, James Fitch, 
Ripley, Ohio; Outstanding Sen- 
ior Recreation Major, Dennis 
McKenxie,   Flint, Mich. 
Military  Awaids 
MW(ary~Fclinca- Two- year 
Scholarships,   Ronald D. Boyd, 
Cincinnati;     John Doggendorf, 
Cincinnati; Larry S. Fields, 
Grayson; Randall J. Honeycutt, 
Plnetop (Knott County); James 
B. Insco, Evansville, lad.; Don- 
ald G. Powers, CharlottesvUla, 
Va.; Thomas W. Sennits, Had- 
donfleld N.J.: Stephen D. Shinn, 
Ludlow; Howard R. Starnes, Elk- 
horn City; Reginald G. Wal- 
ters. Proapact ( Jefferson 
County), and Michael A. 
Welch, Lookout Heights (Kan- 
ton County). 
Art--Painting, Daniel Willian 
Morgan, Ft. Thomas, and 
Art Education. Larry Yew* 
Wottart^. Danville. 
biology— Freshman, Donna 
Smith, Crab Orchard, Gail 
Phillips, Richmond; Junior, Di- 
ane Wilson, Lancaster; Senior, 
Virginia    Garner    Jamestown, 
Chemistry- -Undergraduate la 
Analytical Chemistry JotanC. 
Reiber, Louisville; Freshman 
Achievement Award, Charles 
W. Kalb, Covington. 
Drama   and  speech--Weaver 
(Continued on Page Nine) 
Video-Taped 'Special' Scheduled. 
Newsman Jennings 
Speaks Tonight 
Peter Jennings,   national elar  In contrast  to the  recent 
«nrrp«nrm<fant   for  A   B  C surveys carried     on    Harvard, coiiesponaanc   lor n   D VJ Duk    at   college of 
television, will   deliver   an Npw *,ork  and Columbla _ali 
Address tonight at 8 p.m. in of ^^h have been rocked by 
Hiram Brock Auditorium, violent protest. 
Jennings, formerly anchor 
ninn for ABC news, will also 
film a 'special' to be shown on 
the national network sometime 
within the next few days. 
Reached last night in Ste- 
phens Point. Wisconsin. Where 
he talked on the University of 
Wisconsin campus Jennings 
said he planned to do the 'spe-' 
Jennings said he would char- 
acterize Eastern as a University 
emerging "free of the outward 
protest and violence" common 
to many campuses this spring. 
The 'special.' to be taped late 
today and early Friday, will ten- 
tatively feature Eastern Pres- 
ident Robert Martin, political 
science professor Edmund Mob- 
PETER JENNINGS 
maw. Progress Editor Cralg 
Ammerman, Student Associa- 
tion President-elect Jim Pelle- 
grinon and black student leader 
Robert Warfleld. 
Jennings said the camera 
crew accompanying him would 
also shoot classroom scenes and 
general campus  shots. 
The  young newsman said he campus and civic  groups, 
resigned as ABC's anchor man    His address tonight in Hiram 
18 months ago  "because I be- Brock  is conducted  under  the 
came sick  and tired of sitting auspices of  the Public Affairs 
behind a desk." Forum,     a     University-funded 
Jennings now is the chief group charged with the respon- 
correspondent for the national gibility of bringing speakers to 
network,  and speaks widely to campus. 
Council Accepts 
AcademicReport 
Tiw VAPITM QrWMTTYr      failure  for that specific course By KAKJLN  bUlMJJJl   . m     ca8M o,   infractions 
>^mens Affairs Editor — ^rrAnt more a„ . 
The Student Council pas- l0U8 tctlont   ih9 instructor may 
sed  a resolution     at     the refer the    matter to his   da - 
Tuesday meeting that a let- partmental committee   on Aca- 
ter be sent to the Faculty demic Practices for   its  con - 
Senate requesting the Pro- sideration and possible referral 
posed   Statement  of  Aca- *°    *•    ^"L^S 
demic. Rights and Respon- ^^%R^g. 
sibihties be adopted, after gUtute mor'e      8erl0U8 actlon> 
clarification     of     several ftnd ^M    the  tcu0n involve 
questions brought up during double Jeopardy?" 
the   meeting. Point   Questioned 
-„..H„no,   „„.,„.,   „»«»„ ^     Another point   questioned the 
Miss Newell 'Famer' 
Pat NeweU, pictured above as a student teacher, was pre- 
sented the Hall of Fame Award, highest honor available to 
a graduating  senior,  last night at the Milestone  banquet. 
Miss Newell is active  In numerous  campus organizations, 
,   including being treasurer of the  Student  Association and 
'?nVmaxirnum penalty that can Payment       chairman from one   maatern?8   partjclpant   in  the  Experiment In toternattonal 
be imposed   by Instructor is  <* f%SS^S^^ST'   Uvm«- (Staff photo by Cralg Clover) 
DOLLAR DERBY 
Various Agencies Within Scope Of Public Education Begin Scramble For Funds 
(Editor's note: This la the first of a two- 
part series by Progress editor Cralg Ammer- 
mun examining the state of public education in 
Kentucky as It relates to the coming session of 
the 1910 Legislature) 
By CRAIG AMMERMAN 
Editor-in-Chief 
Kentucky public education, the pheno- 
menon that commands a large percentage 
of the taxpayers' dollar, finds itself in a 
precarious position as maneuvering begins 
to find ways to finance this ever-demand- 
ing  system. 
Uncertainty and unrest are two vital 
fatcors in an educational system only 
six months away from a critical    session 
with state lawmakers. 
Recent evidence of a $2 million deficit 
in spending, demands for higher wages by 
a well-organized union of public school 
teachers, creation of a new four-year col- 
lege, the pending entry of the University 
of Louisville into the state system and nor- 
mal growing pains have caused alarm in 
many circles. 
Can Kentucky continue to educate its 
youth at the present rate? And, if it can, 
where will the money come from? 
The last session of the Legislature al- 
lotted a record $680 million to finance the 
state's entire education  program, the big- 
gest increase in history. To find funds for 
that budget, a two per cent increase in the 
state sales tax was levied and prices of auto- 
mobile liscenses tags were raised. 
Now, the crisis looms larger than in 
1968, and the prospects for available funds 
are not so bright. 
It was revealed last week that estimates 
of revenue for education were going to fall 
short by at least $2 million. And it was just 
two years ago that the state rocked under, 
the weight of a $6.5 million cut, another 
instance of actual revenue falling short of 
estimates. 
Public opinion over the sales tax hike 
has been unfavorable, and there is some 
liklihood the next session of the Legisla- 
ture will attempt to exempt food, clothing 
and medicine from the source that fur- 
nishes a large base of support for educa- 
tion. 
There is also adverse opinion over the 
large percentage of the state budget com- 
manded by education. Critics point to a 
poorly-staffed and equipped penal system, 
undermanned and outmoded facilities forh 
the mentally ill and lack of funds for the 
proper operation of state government. 
Thus, the possibility of a large jump in 
state funds to  education appears dim at 
the best. 
Still, the race is on and entries ■ are nu- 
merous. 
Public school teachers, buoyed by a re- 
cent salary increase attributed to a one-day, 
state-wide strike, have once again mar- 
shalled forces with overtures of another 
such move threatened if their demands for 
pay raises are not met. 
This group has offered a five per cent 
raise in a tax levied on coal as the solution 
to its funding problem. But eastern Ken- 
tucky legislators, heavily dependent on the 
(Continued on Page Eight) 
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Referendum Scores Big Victory 
Students Bring ResponsibilityTo Elections 
Ecstasy, maybe even utter joy if that's 
"any better, best describes the feelings we 
are able to muster in the wake of yester- 
day's student elections. 
Students turned out in relatively large 
numbers, (approximately 50 per cent of the 
campus residents voted) and responsible 
voters chose responsible students to be 
their leaders. 
The referendum calling for student sup- 
port of student services carried by more 
than three-to-One, exceeding even the hopes 
of those who initiated the bill. We inter- 
pret this to be a clear mandate for the 
Board of Regents to adopt this increase in 
student fees. 
A lion's share of the credit must go to 
student election chairman Neill Day, stu- 
dent organizations director Don Smith and 
the poll workers who very efficiently and 
professionally handled and ran these vit- 
ally important elections. 
Still, there is a large group of students 
who didn't vote. They certainly must not 
have opposed the referendum or any parti- 
cular candidate, or surely they would have 
expressed that disapproval with a vote. 
However, the turnout of the referendum, 
over 50 per cent of those eligible to vote, 
is much better than that of the overall elec- 
tion. Students have shown themselves will- 
m IT 
Inside Scoop On Robert Martin 
by craig ammerman 
Here's what you've been waiting for all 
year long, the inside scoop on Robert R. 
Martin. 
It should go without saying that Dr. Mar- 
tin is the president of this educational in- 
stitution. Other things seem to be com- 
mon knowledge, also. 
It's generally accepted by most students 
that this robust man who sits high in some 
ivory towers is completely anti-everything 
that has anything to do with giving more 
freedom and responsibility to students. 
It's generally accepted by some that Dr. 
Martin is only a political hack who deftly 
lUrieuvers and swindles the taxpayers out 
f<HUge\*Yirts efmoney to build a vast em- 
>ire of buildings that is certainly very im- 
jpressive looking. 
And, it's a philosophy preached by some 
that Dr. Martin is a politician, not an edu- 
cator, totally unconcerned with things like 
quality of education, instruction and wel- 
fare of students. 
The list could go on, but that seems like 
enough for right now. 
Because I'm overflowing at the gills with 
anger at most of these idiots who contin- 
ually assault and assail a man who never 
gets his day in court — a man who never 
receives the opportunity to take the witness 
stand. 
So I've decided to do that task for Dr. 
Martin, although I'm sure he'd be just as 
happy if nothing were said. 
First of all, and contrary to popular be- 
lief, Eastern's president is a compassionate 
man vitally concerned with this institution 
and its participants. Until you've seen Dr. 
Martin pull strings to help those in need, 
until you've see this man becoming raging 
mad at administrative blunders, until you've 
received a very effective 'chewing-out' from 
Dr. Martin, you've missed an integral part 
of the man who calls the shots on this cam- 
pus. • 
Oh, but what about specific issues, give 
us some examples, you say. 
Okay. How about relevancy of education ? 
Eastern is currently integrating black 
studies into itsTIBeral arts curriculums; more 
black professors are being hired; education 
is being taken to the people, like training 
workers for Applachia or.teaching classes 
in reformatories and prisons. 
Or what about welfare of students? 
Well, Dr. Martin is one of the few edu- 
cators in the state who has contantly fought 
efforts to raise tuition, and he's locked in 
another such struggle right now; Dr. Mar- 
tin continually seeks student advice and 
help although many are leary to offer it; 
Dr. Martin will respond to student desires 
if and when those desires are presented re- 
sonsibly and are shown to be the wish of 
the majority. The recent changes! Ir2 icoed 
policies is a good example of that 
I guess this is enough. It's time to stop 
and prepare to hear charges of 'selling out' 
and anything else that will come from prais- 
ing 'the Establishment.' 
Certainly this is not the best of all pos- 
sible worlds. 
ROTC should not be mandatory; class- 
room attendance should be voluntary; stu- 
dents should be involved more meaning- 
fully; curriculas must be pointed at solving 
problems that exist now, not ones that were 
solved twenty years ago. 
But this is not the worst of all worlds, 
either. In fact, I suspect that it's better than 
most. 
The biggest problem may be lack of trust 
and communication. The solution must rest 
with participants on this campus. 
There are times when Dr. Martin and 
his administrative staff make decisions that 
seem completely out of line with what 
should actually be. When that happens, 
this paper has expressed its opinion. 
But there are many other times when I, 
and this publication, have gained a great 
deal of respect for Dr. Martin, because he 
is unafraid to stand for what he believes, 
and he often attempts to better the lives of 
students. 
And, as I see it, it's about time to give 
a little credit where it's long overdue. 
ing to levy a tax to improve the services per- 
formed in their benefit. 
The large turnout, the way the votesiui, 
the result of the referendum, and the way 
in which the elections were handled carry 
great significance. 
They say to us that this student body 
wants to involve itself. . .They say this stu- 
dent body wants to play a major role in its 
own destiny. . .They say higher education 
is the benefactor of these participants. 
Suffice it to say that we are extremely 
pleased with this student body and extreme- 
ly proud to be a part of this educational ex- 
perience. 
Valuable Lessons 
To Learn From UK 
Recent events'at the University of Ken- 
tucky should serve as a reminder that in- 
stitutions engaged in the business of higher 
education cannot set up as judge and jury. 
Two weeks ago, UK suspended four stu- 
dents who had been charged by the city of 
Lexington with possession and selling of 
dangerous drugs. A week of protests, peace- 
ful in nature, followed in which as many 
as 2,000 students took part. 
The provision under which UK dismis- 
sed the students comes from its student code 
which says the university may severe rela- 
tions with any person who presents a clear 
and present danger to the community. 
By suspending die students, UK assumed 
their guilt. An accepted precept of Ameri- 
can law is, however, that a person is inno- 
cent until proven guilty. Apparently UK 
decided to don a robe and do some judging, 
of its own. *,( ' 
Last week, when the grand jury met in 
Lexington to consider the cases of the four 
youths, it indicted three on narcotics charges 
but released the fourth. 
(Continued on Page Three) 
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Bis: 
Plea For Responsibility 
Dear Editor: 
In recent months, college campuses all across 
the nation have undergone drastic changes and 
upheavals. The SDS, BSU and other radical 
groups have taken control in some cases. 
I feel the public of America is gaining a 
misrepresentation of the whole of American 
students. Sure, we all want needed reforms and 
changes. But, contrary to popular belief, a ma- 
jority have come to get an education, not to 
riot and resort to violence. 
The-SDS has gone too far. They call for take- 
over and complete disrespect for the estab- 
lishment. But If they are granted all their 
wishes, can they accept the responsibilities In- 
herent? Or will they recoil at the thought of 
actually getting their demands? They couldn't 
riot arty more — there would be no reason to. 
It's an interesting thought — are,we not just 
the SDS, but the responsible, American' stu- 
dents willing to take on the burden of what 
we demand? I hope so — because If we can't 
how can we hope, even dream, to be respon- 
sible respectable citizens when our children 
are in college? 
Charles L. Dorroh 
Editorial Attacked 
The Progress 'Black And White' Photos 
The Eastern Progress was surprised and 
shocked to learn that a black student on 
the Eastern campus questioned the in- 
tegrity of the paper in its handling of 
photographs of black students. 
To set the record straight we offer the 
following data on photographs published 
in The Eastern Progress during the past aca- 
demic year. 
A total of 425 photographs and 96 line 
drawings (exclusive of advertising) were 
published in the Progress this year. Of the 
425 photographs 348 photographs were all 
"white", 48 were "black and white," 28 
were all "black," and 1 was "yellow and 
white." To look at these statistics in another 
way, 397 photos had "whites" in them (or 
93 per cent of the total), 76 had "blacks" 
(or 18 per cent of the total), and 1 had 
"yellows" (or .2 per cent of the total). 
Looking at line drawings we discovered 
that 68 were all "white," 23 were "black 
and white," and 5 were all "black." There 
were "whites" in 91 photos or 95 per cent 
of the total and there were "blacks" in 28 
photos or 29 per cent of the total. 
If you compare the percentage of 
"blacks" shown in photographs, with the 
number of blacks enrolled in Eastern you 
will see that blacks on the Eastern campus 
are receiving coverage out of proportion to 
their actual presence on the campus. 
Blacks numbered 286 in a total student 
body of 8014 this fall according to the 
April 21 issue of The Chronicle of Higher 
Education. -» 
With only 35 per cent black students on 
our campus it would be expected that the 
same proportion of photographs 4would be 
published in the Progress. The actual per- 
centage published was, however, news 
photos—6 per cent, line drawings—29 per 
cent, and sports photos—31 per cent. Any 
student wishing to double check these sta- 
tistics are encouraged to visit the library and 
review the Progress for the past year. 
Dear E3ditor: 
I would like to take exception to your May 
8 editorial, "Higher Education Dealt Crushing 
Blow" which criticizes the state's decision to 
build Northern Kentucky State College and 
indicates that this was a decision brought about 
somehow by political  influence. 
Your editorial failed to point out that the 
recommendation to build a Northern Kentucky 
State College was made by Dr. M. M. Cham- 
bers of Indiana University in his 1966 report, 
"Higher Education In Kentucky, 1965-75, A 
Program of Growth and Development" Dr. 
Chambers' report represents the only in depth, 
overall study of our state's higher education 
facilities and future educational development in 
existence in.Kentucky today. Incidentally, this 
study was signed by Robert R. Martin, Presi- 
dent of Eastern Kentucky University: Dr.^ 
Chambers' report recommended the establish- - 
ment of the Northern Kentucky State College 
as one of the most important developments that 
could Improve the quality of higher education 
in Kentucky. He described at length the retarded 
college-going habits of the residents of the area 
and researched numerous other factors, -fi- 
nancial as well as educational, which indicated 
the desirability of establishing a senior public 
institution  in  Northern Kentucky. 
The Kentucky Council on Public Higher Ed-" 
ucation of which the President of Eastern Ken- 
tucky University is by law an ex officlo mem- - 
ber, deliberated on the necessity for a senior 
public institution in Northern Kentucky for a 
number of years, and came to the conclusion 
that the need for public higher education in 
Northern Kentucky is certainly  justifiable. 
When one considers these factors alone, (and 
there are certainly many other factors which 
justify the establishment of the Northern Ken- 
tucky State College) he cannot escape the con- 
clusion that the authors of your editorial per- 
haps did not adequately research the entire 
project. I do not mean to indicate that there 
are not financial problems in Kentucky which 
have a direct relationship to the development 
of higher education in the state, for there cer- 
tainly are, but very little is to be gained by in- 
adequate research   into these  problems. ■ 
Your editorial, "Higher Education Dealt 
Crushing Blow" could perhaps have more ap- 
propriately been entitled, "Don't Touch our 
Sacred Cow." Let me also point out that If more 
professional research is not observed In future 
Progress editorials on educational subjects, that 
someone might suggest that quality of journal- 
ism as represented by the Eastern Progress 
leaves much to be desired. 
Specifically, the charge that this was a 
political decision is a very serious accusation, 
which has very serious implications for our 
entire State system of higher education. It is, 
in fact, a charge which is completely false to 
the  point of absurdity. 
Sincerely yours, 
Charles Wiley 
Vice Chairman, Board ot Regents 
Northern Kentucky State College 
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Issue Of Obscenity A  Problem Everywhere 
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By KERRY COOPER 
Staff Writer 
Two years ago, during the campaign be- 
tween Ronald Reagan and Edmond Brown 
for the office of California governor, there 
was also an amendment on the ballot called 
the "Clean Amendment." The purpose of 
this amendment was to ban the printing and 
selling of pornographic, obscene, or pro- 
fane literature. 
The "clean amendment" did not pass, 
probably because the majority of voters felt 
that it was infringing on a free press. It is 
true that certain books or newspapers are 
banned from bookshelves because of ob- 
scenities, but these are a small number in 
comparison with the better literature being 
published today. 
For example, the "clean amendment" at- 
tempted to ban Playboy Magazine from 
the bookstores and magazine racks. Many 
feel that this magazine is less reputable in 
profanity than is the novel Peyton Place. 
Like Fanny Hill, Peyton Place met consider- 
able controversy from the general public 
and also from the critics that reviewed it. 
After the "clean amendment" met its 
destruction in the polls of the gubernatorial 
campaign, some adults began picking at 
the now-songs of the younger generation. 
They claimed each song had a hidden mean- 
ing of a low and dirty calibre, and that 
these songs and any station which played 
them should be taken off the air completely 
and those records banned. 
• Some songs, however, do sound pretty 
bad. For instance, an old one comes to mind 
with lyrics which go something like this: 
".. .then you put your arms around me 
and we tumble to the ground.. .look, we 
gotta hide what we're doin', 'cause what 
would they say. 
That is only part of the song, "I Think 
We're Alone Now," by Tommy James and 
The Shondells, but even the most ignorant 
of us are aware of the underlying message. 
Let us take what George Harrison of The 
Beatles once said at a press conference when 
this subject was brought up: 
"You can make something dirty out of 
"little Miss Muffet sat on her tuffet...' if 
you try hard enough!" 
In other words; the pornography lies only 
in the mind of the beholder. 
Sammy Davis, Jr. has put it quite aptly 
in a song that, though written and recorded 
early last year, still has something to say: 
"Don't blame it on the children.. .they 
don't write the books. . .they don't make 
the movies.. ,they don't peddle the dope.." 
This generation, the young people of to- 
day, is taking a good look at its fore- 
bearers — parents, grandparents, aunts and 
uncles — and is scrutinizing them in an at- 
tempt to see where and with whom the 
blame truly lies. Who writes and publishes 
the smut, produces those pornographic 
films, and uses that profane language? It 
certainly gives us food for thought, though 
that food is often contaminated. 
Finding The Answers To Student Unrest 
By CARL T. ROWAN 
WASHINGTON — Some 3,000 years 
ago,   Homer   made  the   observation  that 
"youth  is quick in temper but weak  in 
judgment." 
Several centuries later Aristotle noted 
that "youth is easily deceived because it is 
quick to hope." 
The wisdom of both Homer and Aristotlt 
is being confirmed every day on the cam- 
puses of Harvard, Howard, Gty College of 
New York, and Cornell. 
It was surely an abundance of temper 
and a paucity of judgment that led a little 
band of black studepts at Voorhees Col- 
lege in South Carolina to take up arms and 
seize two buildings. 
The students wound up in jail without 
even the sweet smell of martyrdom about 
them. 
As student unrest spreads wildly from 
the college campus to the high school and 
junior high school, not only is the older 
generation asking when and where it will 
stop. It asks to what extent these young- 
sters are being decejvecj Lbecause of their 
quickness to hope that they can rid the 
world of all its ugliness and meanness. 
We get some insight into the possible 
answers to these questions when we read a 
pamphlet on "High School Reform," writ- 
ten in December 1965 by a California high 
school student and subsequently distributed 
across the nation by Students for a Demo- 
cratic Society (SDS). 
We quickly become aware that many of 
the things causing student unrest in high 
schools and junior high schools are tangi- 
ble and susceptible to reform, to redress. 
If the food is bad or the administration 
is utterly dogmatic in ruling* on what stu- 
dents may wear or how they may style their 
hair, reasonable remedies are fairly ob- 
vious. 
But the SDS paper illustrates the greater 
difficulty when it asserts that "not only 
the defense of hair and clothing styles 
against administration attack, but the adop- 
tion of Such styles themselves, indicates a 
general disgust with the values and atti- 
tudes that our generation has been force- 
fed.". 
In short, fundamental to the "student 
movement" that some people seek to arouse 
is an effort to make teenagers believe that 
they have a goodness, a wisdom, a morality 
superior to that of their fathers, mothers, 
aunts, and uncles — and that they can create 
a bright new world if only they can make 
teenage ideas prevail over the establish- 
mentarian values of the old folk. 
The assumption of a higher wisdom qr 
morality is easy enough for any group to 
embrace, but it is particularly easy for youth 
who are naturally straining to break the 
ties of authority and discipline. So it is fair- 
ly easy for most high schoolers to endorse 
tlie following assertion in the SDS pamph- 
lat: 
"There is one primary cause behind why 
we set trash-can fires, why we cannot com- 
municate with one another on campus, and 
are1 forced to frrakfc use\of off-campus pub- 
lications, and to why they have to build 
fences around us. High school is not worth 
the time we spend there." 
The agitators for student unrest operate 
on the assumption that every student is ir- 
ritated enough by some grievance, hates 
some teacher enough, or is troubled enough 
by some tough course to go along with 
that judgment. 
Once you get enough students irritated, 
hostile in the beHef that the administration 
has no right to say girls cannot wear mini- 
skirts or boys long hair, it is easier to work 
them up in the notion that teachers don't 
teach the right things the right way and 
that the entire educative process needs to 
be overhauled. 
The more emotional or gullible student 
is then easily led to the conclusion that the 
fault lies with the political-economic sys- 
tem in this country and that that is what 
must be revolutionized. 
The students who ask only for less re- 
strictive dress regulations or the right to1 
smoke on campus or improved food can 
usually be talked to. If the problem is ra- 
cial conflict there are paths of resolution, 
albeit mighty difficult. 
But a 16-year-old who has his head fat- 
tened by intoxicating notions of his own 
higher morality and intellectuality and who 
has swallowed like pablum the SDS malar- 
key quoted above, is a different problem— 
and close to unreachable. 
He is both weak in judgment and eas- 
ily deceived. And the fear must be that our 
affluent, increasingly permissive society has 
produced an army of that kind of youth. 
Valuable 
(Continued from Page Two) 
That student, 20-year-old Carroll Stewart 
Brown, has now lost a semester's work he 
can never regain and maybe even worse has 
a black mark on his record that may cause 
irreparable damage. Indeed, it would be 
hoped UK and other surrounding institu- 
tions would learn some valuable lessons 
from this tragic case. 
A phrase similiar to the provision in 
UK's student code that the university has 
the authority to dismiss these students exists 
in the Student Affairs Report now under 
consideration by Eastern's Board of Re- 
gents. 
We hope this university will realize its 
educational function and leave the busi- 
ness of serving as judge and jury to duly 
established courts. We urge the Board of 
Regents to carefully review this Student 
Affairs Report and to take action to pre- 
vent the possibility of an incident like the 
one that has marred UK's image. 
Southwestern 
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do your ^s 
contact lenses lead 
a clean life? 
Contact lenses can be 
heaven ... or hell. They 
may be a wonder of 
modern science but just 
the slightest bit of dirt 
under the lens can make 
them unbearable. In 
order to keep your con- 
tact lenses as comforta- 
ble and convenient as 
they were designed to be, 
you have to take care of 
them. 
Until now you needed 
two or more separate 
solutions to properly pre- 
pare and. maintain your 
contacts. You would 
think that caring for con- 
tacts should be as con- 
venient as wearing them. 
It can be with Lensine. 
Lensine is the one lens 
solution for complete 
contact lens care. Just a 
drop or two, before you 
insert your lens.coats and 
lubricates it allowing the 
lens to float more freely 
in the eye's fluids. That's 
because Lensine is an 
"isotonic" solution, 
which means that it 
blends with the natural 
fluids of the eye. 
Cleaning your contacts 
with Lensine retards the 
buildup of foreign de- 
posits on the lenses. And 
soaking your contacts in 
Lensine between wear- 
ing periods assures you 
of proper lens hygiene. 
You get a free soaking 
case on the bottom of 
every bottle of Lensine. 
It has been demonstrated 
that improper storage be- 
tween wearings may 
result in the growth of 
bacteria on the lenses. 
This is a sure cause of 
eye irritation and in some 
cases can endanger your 
vision. Bacteria cannot 
grow in Lensine which is 
sterile, self-sanitizing, 
and antiseptic. 
Let your contacts be the 
convenience they were 
meant to be. Get some 
Lensine, from the Murine 
Company, Inc. 
J 
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The View 
From Here 
fr Rill PARK Progress  Soortsjditer   . 
On Friday and Saturday, the Ohio Valley Confer- 
ence Spring Sports Festival will be held. This year the 
event is going to convene on the campus of Western 
Kentucky University. 
Western, in addition to being the host school,^is 
also the defending champion in each of the sports that 
will be held — golf, tennis, and  track. 
L. T: Smith Stadium will be the site of the track 
events, while the tennis competition will be on adja- 
cent courts. The golfers will have to travel to Park City, 
/., for their golf matches. . 
Track and golf team champions will be decided m 
the same maner, but a new system has been set up for 
the tennis competition. t ' 
Tennis champions were determined in the past only 
the basis of their play in the tournament held at the 
end of the year. But this year, tournament play only 
determines 50 per cent of the final total. The other 50 
per cent is decided through regular season matches. One 
point is given for a match won during the regular sea- 
son, and a point is also given to each match won in the 
OVC tournament. 
GOLDEN SHOOTS ACE AT BEREA 
Bob Golden, a member of the Eastern golf team, got 
a hole-in-one last week at the Berea Country Club. He 
fired the ace on the second hole. 
BLACK NAMED AS MOREHEAD 
ASSISTANT COACH 
Jack Black, basketball coach at Frankfort High 
School, was named last week to be the assistant bas- 
ketball coach at Morehead. He joins Bill Han-ell, former 
Shelby County High School and Nebraska assistant 
coach, who is now the head coach at Morehead. 
Harrell and Black will have a rough road ahead as 
they lost starters Jerry Conley, Willie (Hobo) Jackson. 
and  Lamar Green through graduation. Danny Cornett 
,and Randy Williams also graduated. 
Washington Signs With 
Kentucky Colonels 
Bobby Washington, three-time 
All - Ohio Valley Conference 
guard from Eastern, has signed 
a professional basketball con- 
tract with the Kentucky Colonels. 
Washington, third - leading 
scorer In Eastern history, was 
selected by the Colonels In the 
recent American Basketball As- 
sociation draft. 
"We're very excited about 
the signing," said Colonels coach 
Gene Rhodes. "Bobby has Im- 
pressed us with his leadership 
and really showed us a lot In the 
Kentucky-Indiana College Ail- 
Star series." 
Washington,       6-1    and    185 
pounds, scored 18 and 20 
points In the two-game collegiate 
series, leading the Kentucklans 
to a sweep of both games. 
Known best for his floor 
generalship and passing, Wash- 
ington scored 1,221 points dur- 
ing his varsity career. 
As a senior, he averaged 20.- 
1 points and 8.8 assists per 
game as Eastern posted a 13- 
9 record and finished fourth 
In the OVC. 
He was twice Most Valuable 
Player at Eastern and served 
as co-captain during his Junior 
and senior years. 
Spring Sports Banquet Monday 
Eastern will hold Its annual A«»^«c Director Glenn vres- 
SprSTSporS baiguet MoStey Mil announced that the banquet 
/ x 
ra        '      - will  recogonlxe the    following 
(May 10) at 6:30 p.m. in the Keen intercollegiate    teams:    Base- 
Johnson   Student   Union Build- ^^   Q^ Tennis, Track, Rifle 
lns> and'Gymnastics. 
Six Eastern Athletes Honored 
Washington Signs With Colonels Of ABA 
Bobby Washington signed a professional con- 
tract to play basketball for the Kentucky 
Colonels of the American Basketball Asso- 
ciation. Washington was an All-OVC player 
for Eastern three years. He is shown above 
dribbling around East Tennesse center Bill 
Stringer. 
(Staff photo by Ken Harlow) 
Six students from Eastern 
have been selected for inclusion 
in the 1969 edition of Outstand- 
ing College Athletes of Ameri- 
ca. 
The athletes were nominated 
earlier this year by their school 
and were chosen for the a - 
wards publication on the basis 
of their achievements. 
Named from Eastern were: 
Don Buehler, football; Bobby 
Washington, basketball; Grant 
Colehour and Ken Silvious, 
track and cross country; Llndy 
Rlgglns, tennis, and Jay Chan - 
ley, swimming. 
Outstanding College -Athletes 
of America is sponsored by the 
non-profit Outstanding Ameri - 
cans Foundation. 
John Putman, one of the Ten 
Outstanding Young Men of Ameri- 
ca for 1966 and president fo the 
Foundation, said, "It is the pur- 
pose of Outstanding College Ath- 
letes of America to recognize 
and honor the all-round abilities 
of the young people who have 
distinguished themselves In the 
sports competitions of our col - 
leges. These young people carry 
the mantle of their school, their 
state  and their nation each time 
they participate in competitive 
sports." 
Outstanding College Athletes 
of America is an annual bio- 
graphical compilation featur- 
ing the accomplishments of ap - 
proxlmately 5,000 young athletes 
who have proven themselves out- 
standing in sports, campus act - 
itlvles and curriculum. 
Nominations for their awards 
publication are made by the ath- 
letic department of colleges and 
universities throughout the coun- 
try. 
Criteria for selection include 
an athlete's sports achieve - 
ments, leadership ability, ath - 
letlc recognition and community 
service. 
Reds To Hold 
College Night 
The Arbors, popular Columbia 
recording artists, will appear at 
Crosley Field, Saturday evening, 
May 17, when the Cincinnati Reds 
present "College Night." 
The nationally known quartet 
Is scheduled to entertain prior 
to the Reds' 7 p.m. game against 
New York, in the first home 
series against National League! 
East competition. 
Two brothers—Tom and Scott 
Herrlck andu^e^set of twins, 
Ed and  Free ^compose 
the quartelJHBBFttnflrmembersJ 
of the University of Michigan 
Choir, the Arbors have appear- 
ed on numerous television shows 
including "Ed Sullivan," "Mike 
Douglas," "The Today Show" 
and "The Danny Kaye Show." 
Their latest hit record Is en - 
titled "The Letter." 
Collegians and their dates 
may purchase $2.50 reserved 
seats for $1.60 on College Night. 
Of EN 
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IARBER & HAIR STYLING FOR MEN 
Asks that you try all Barber Shops, Then come to the original 
Hair Styling Shop of Richmond, for the professional shaping; 
of your hair. ' 
Phone 623-9128 
I 
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Patty Douglas Says, "If You Don't Get Your Pisa From Var- 
sity Pinaranw, I Wont Try To Draw Your Name For A $50 
Wardrobe Give. By  ^mf^    . ^ 
I 
H 
College life Insurance Company 
Of America 
. . . featuring the life insurance plan design- 
ed especially for college men, sold exclusively 
to college men. Ask now about "THE BENE- 
FACTOR" 
i -> 
"v. 
PIZZARAMA 
NOW. . .youcanbenefitfrom 
sharply reduced |Honuum» to 
help you get started during the 
first three years* 
o 
NOW ... yon benefit from 
lower insurance costs because 
you are a preferred risk 
o 
HOW . . . you can get al the 
facts from your Colsao Lift 
representative. 
NOW . . . you should know 
about the IENEFACTOR . . . 
too poHcy plamud exclusively 
for coeege men. 
"A little time now can pay off 
in a lifetime of satisfaction." 
VAKS TY. 
PIZZARAMA 
: 
L      See William A. Manz 
"Associate Alumni" 
Your College Life Representative 
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460 
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Baseball Squad Ends Season 
With 13-9 Overall Record 
Eastern Progress, Thurs., May 15, 1969, Page 5 
Grant Cole hour 
Grant Colehour, one of Eastern's two university division 
A11-Americans (the other is Ken Silvious), will be com- 
peting this weekend at Western in the. OVC Spring Sports 
Festival. The senior from Rockford, Illinois, will be trying to 
win the mile run event for the Eastern track team. 
(Staff photo by Craig Clover) 
Four Eastern Coaches 
To Hold Summer Clinics 
■ 
Four   Eastern varlsty coach-     Etcn  camper  will select one 
es will help high school students sport   and   stay  with  it  during 
Improve    their    skills in com- the week-long camp, 
petltive  sports this summer at 
Eastern, The  camp dates are:    Swim- 
They are Guy Strong, basket- ming, boys and girls, ages 13-18% 
ball; Roy Kidd, football; Jack June 8-14; tennis, boys and girls, 
Adams, tennis, and Don Combs, ages 10-18, June 15-21 and June 
swimming. 22-28; football^ boys entering9th 
The first of the camps be- grade and up, July 13-19 for 9th 
gins June 8 and the last one and 10th grade students, July 20- 
closes July 26. Campers will 26 for 11th and 12th grades; bas- 
llve in university dormitories ketball, July 13-19 for ages 13- 
and   eat in campus  cafeterias, 15,  juiy    20-26 for ages 15-18. 
Dimaggio's Feat Voted Best 
Joe DiMaggio's 56-game hit- in the 1956 World Series fifth, 
ting streak in 1941 was the great- Former A merlcan League out- 
est feat in baseball history, ac- fielder George Case, perhaps, 
cording to the results of a poll stated the case best for the 
of former and present players, Selection of DiMaggio's feat: 
managers, coaches, owners and "It was the greatest sustained 
scouts appearing in the current effort in the history of the game, 
issue of SPORT Magazine. The    pressures -    were   un - 
The experts, asked to choose believable, with everyone trying 
the top three individual achieve- to get him out. This* will never be 
ments in baseball during the duplicated." 
course of a single season, In agreeing with Case, Yankee 
gave DiMaggio's streak twice manager Ralph Houk says: 
as many votes as runner-up "DiMag had to get his hit every) 
Babe Ruth's 60 home-runs in day. Now, when Ruth hit his 60 
1927. iMMr jQp. homers,   there was no pressure 
Johnny Vander Meer's feat of on   him on any particular day at 
tofJne C^lmS^ Reds lhl3$8 In a footnote to DiMaggio's 
Was third in STORT Magazine's fabulous feat, SPORT Magazine 
balloting, and Ted Williams'notes that after Joe was finally 
Incredible .406 batting average stopped on July 16,1941, he went 
In 1941 was fourth. The experts right out and hit safely in his 
rated Don Larson's perfect game next 16 straight   games. 
BY KARK PARK 
PROGRESS SPORTS EDITOR 
In Eastern's final two OVC 
games of the season last week, 
the Colonels split a double - 
header with the Morehead 
Eagles. Eastern won the first 
game, 4-2, and Morehead took 
the second contest,  6-2. 
In the opener, Charley Tay- 
lor pitched eight Innings and was 
credited with his second win of 
the season. His record now 
stands at 2-2. Taylor limited 
the Eagles   to three hits. 
Eastern pounded out 10 hits . 
en route to its fifth confer- 
ence victory. Leading the hitting 
attack was catcher Roger Rob- 
erts, who had three hits. 
The Colonels were leading 2-1 
going into the bottom of the 
seventh when the Eagles scored 
the tying run. However, a two- 
out, two run single by Buzz 
Ashby in the top of the eighth 
wrapped up the win for Eastern. 
Jim Martin suffered the loss 
for Morehead. 
Morehead Jumped out to a 4-1 
lead In the second game when 
Eastern starting pitcher Larry 
Robertson walked four straight 
batters scoring two runs. Don 
McCullough relieved In this first 
inning, but he hit one batter and 
allowed a walk for two more 
runs. Robertson was the losing 
pitcher, and his record dropped 
to 2-3. 
Ken Blewltt and Larry Cook 
were the hitting stars for Eaat- 
ern in the second game, collect- 
ing two hits each. 
Eastern 000     020     02-   410  1 
Morehead 010   001    00-   2 3  3 
Taylor and Roberts: Martin and 
Eastern 100    000   1-   2   8    1 season   on a   winning  note as 
Morehead 410   001     x-   6 8 0 the Pioneers   edged the   Col - 
Robertson,  McCullough (1)   and onels, 3-2, Monday. 
Roberts; Lysein and Danker. Ron Andrews   started on the 
Transylvania   destroyed   any 
n0PM <* Eastern's, closing  the     (Continued on Page Eight) 
— 
Canfield Motors 
OLDSMOBILE 
All Makes Serviced 
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS 
Across From Kroger*—Phone 623-4010 
I 
Baseball Season Ends On Sour Note 
Monday, the baseball season ended on a sour 
note for Eastern as they lost to Transyl- 
vania, 3-2. This picture was taken in the first 
meeting  this  season  between  these  teams. 
Dave Cupp of 
single on this 
Graves) 
Eastern  beat out an infield 
play.  (Staff  photo by John 
GLYNDON 
BARBER SHOP 
razor cuts - trims - flat-tops 
in Glyndon Hotel 
John Newton 
Golfer John Newton will be part of the Eastern contention 
that will be playing in, the Ohio Valley Conference Spring 
Sports Festival this weekend in Bowling Green, Ky. Newton 
is shown above hitting from a sand trap at the Madison 
■Country Club. (Staff photo by Craig Clover) 
CHRYSLER 
IMPORI CARS 
Simca   -   Alpine 
Tiger   -   Minx 
Sunbeam 
Alpine        Imp 
RICHMOND 
MOTOR COMPA 
W    Main   St. Dial   623-5441 
Coll or See Gip Parke or Lester  Eversote 
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Eastern s Marching Band 
To Lead Laurel Parade 
in the Bert T. Combs Forestry 
Building. 
A   Mountain Laurel  Princess 
will be chosen the next day from 
a bevy of high school beauties. 
The Princess Ball is to be held 
Youth, beauty, and blooms of is the focal point of the four- 
mountain laurel will be mirror- day Mountain Laurel Festival 
ed in the pool at beautiful Laur- being held for the 38th year at 
ed Cove, near Plnevllle Ky.t on Pine Mountain State Resort Park. 
May 24.' On that day, Kentucky The Festival begins the morn- 
college co-eds will compete for ing of May 22, but is official 
theltitleof 1969 Mountain Laur- opening is that evening when an «*« ™fM " * °vC , ln tne 
el Queen. entertainment program will in- Plnevllle High School gymnas- 
A    towering,   laurel-covered elude     the   presentation of the lum/ ■ 
sandstone cliff will be the back- queen candidates at Laurel Cove. Gaily-decorated floats and 
drob for thebeauty contest, which It is to be followed by a reception, smiling queen contestants will 
^m ^^i^gjjjgg^Hgrace   the  streets   of  downtown 
Plnevllle on Saturday morning 
for the traditional parade. East- 
ern's Marching Maroons will lead 
the parade. The band, directed 
by Gerald K. Grose, assistant 
professor of music, will play in 
a program in Laurel Cove and 
provide background music dur- 
ing the Mountain Laurel Queen 
ceremony Saturday afternoon. 
A Goveror's Luncheon at 
Herndon J. Evans Lodge will 
precede the ceremony in Laurel 
Cove. Kentucky Governor Louie 
B. Nunn will be on hand to pre- 
sent the aew queen with a crown 
and a kiss . She will reign that 
night over a ball in her htmor 
beginning at 8 o'clock ln the 
Plnevllle gym. A community 
worship service will be_ held 
on May 25, followed by a 
breakfast for the queen. 
The first Mountain Laurel Fes- 
tival was held ln 1931. Historian 
and genealogist Anne Walker 
Burns suggested a celebration in 
honor   of Dr. Thomas Walker, a 
Culottes, Slacks 
For Summer Wear 
KAREN SCHMIDT 
WOMEN'S AFFAIRS EDITOR 
for a co- lng     underpinnings 
ordlnated look. 
The   pantdress   and   the   bra 
For the warm vacation months dress,   old summer standards 
coming up, summer coolers are have Joined forces for a unique 
.ipn the scene. This season's fash- syUe.     the long culotte dress. 
Jon emphasis is focused on the Combining the comfort of a bra 
bared,     the    cut-out   and see-dress with     the ease of   long 
through looks. pant- the fashion is an attention- 
The   tamed    midriff is    this getter in bright and bold prints, 
jrear's    showplace for the bared After a busy day   at the beach, 
look.     A popular bare-if-you- the long   culotte dress is 
dare style Is the new mini blouse, feet for evening patio 
shown   here   ln   latticed cotton     Fashions pictured 
shirting.  Featuring a broad col- able at Elizabeth's 
lar and triple-buttoned cuffs, the ' 
full-sleeved half shirt balances 
the covered     up look of    bell 
.slacks. 
per- 
parties. 
are avail- 
However, these slacks 
Eastern 
jiMj ni —rnnmi NOW!   FOR 18$ AND OVER 
" ONE OF THE YEARS TEM BEST!" 
MNAVlSlON* 
Color by (Mail 
ANTHJNV AND 
MCHML       QUINN 
OAIl\l£ -a* ^CAMXCS 
ANNA 
'  KARINA 
20IH CtNTlMY-fOX MKStNTS 
TH*MA6US 
" SiHXUCnON 
COU* *Y WLUtt 
pioneer explorer and surveyor^ Craig 
who came through Cumberland 
Gap in 1750 with a group of com- 
panions, the first white men 
to venture into the Kentucky 
mountains. The festival in his 
honor has since emerged into 
a yearly, celebration of the bloom- 
ing of the mountain laurel. 
Companion 
For sea-side beach combers, 
Jean Fronk models the casual 
styling of the mini blouse with 
its catch-all sleeve pocket, the 
perfect companion for the cut- 
out bell slacks. (Staff photo by 
Clover) 
offer 
built-in air conditioning via the 
slotted cut-outs marching down 
the leg.    In a dark sea shade 
of navy blue, the slacks can show vitation    to 
off a perfect tan or conceal the discussions 
fact that you're still winter white. 
Also crisp and cool is the ice- 
white pique culotte dress laced 
with a red tie. The dress is 
styled in the new scooter-skirt 
length. As brief as shorts the 
style flatters the legs with its 
slight flare in the skirt. 
Another new view for blouses 
is the see-through shirt. "Sa- 
fari?' styled with big pockets and 
wide collar, the long-sleeved 
blouse is softened by the use of 
sheer fabrics ln sultry black 
and navy or misty pastel tones. 
Some are available with match- 
Radio Panel To 
Include EKU 
has accepted an in - 
participate ln   two 
on Campus View - 
point,     a    panel program      on 
WHAS   Radio,   Louisville, Fri- 
days at 7:35 p.m. 
Eastern Senior William J. 
Wall, Lexington, will join the 
panel May 16 in a discussion 
on "The Revolt Against the 
Military— What Do You Expect 
of Your Nation's Sworn De - 
fenders?" 
Sophomore Donna Foust, 
Louisville, will take part ln a 
discussion May 23 on the ques - 
tion, "The Dialectic of Demon- 
stration-- What Does It Cause 
and How Can It Cure?" 
I 
Cool And Bright 
You don't have to play tennis to wear % it's cool and bright 
on or off the courts. Jean Fronk, Cincinnati, models a bull's- 
eye pique culotte dress with red trim. 
(Staff photo by John Graves) 
I « & -   ' 
Students, Professors Return From Six-State 
Geology Field Expedition . . With Plenty Of Rocks 
Meeting Tonight VH£Z 
The African Studies Group will 
meet Thursday evening at 6:30 
p.m., in Room HI of the library., 
Roger Click will speak on 
"Music in Africa." 
Students and faculty are ln - 
vlted to attend. 
expedition of students and 
returned   to East- 
ern  recently with three station 
wagons loaded down with rocks. 
These were the findings of a 
six-state field trip taken by the 
the meeting of the Southeastern professor of geology. 
Section of the Geological Society    Dr.   Graham Hunt. associate 
ition     were  Professor     John 
Kiefer and students George 
CURRIER'S MUSIC 
COME IN AND BROWSE THROUGH OUR FINE 
SELECTION OF 45's, ALBUMS, AND AUTO 
TAPES. WE HAVE ALL THE ACCESSORIES 
THAT YOU NEED FOR YOUR BAND INSTRU- 
MENT OR ROCK GROUP. 
of   America at Columbia, S.C. professor   and Dr. Haney spoke Slone.   Piqua    Ohio,  freshman; 
"You cant learn it all ln the highly of the benefits to the stu- David King, Turkey Creek (Pike 
laboratory and classroom," said dents   ln associating  with pro- 
Dr. Donald C. Haney chairman fessional geologists at the Geo- 
students, all geology majors, and of Eastern's geology department, logical Society meeting. Dr. 
their professors. On the way "Geology is an outdoor science. Haney presented a paper at the 
they stopped off for two days at The outdoors Is our laboratory." meeting on research he has been 
The   students examined rock doing in East Tennessee. Dr. Hunt 
formations and collected sped- submitted an abstract of a paper. 
mens in Tennessee. South Caro-      Richard Sergeant. Junior from 
.     VfiHrinla    I.    •      • 
County) freshman; Richard Ra- 
gan, Frankfort freshman, and 
Timothy Sullivan, Gahanna, Ohio 
sophomore. 
If the field is the laboratory 
of the geologist, it Is also the 
library and rocks are its books. 
The   Eastern group came back 
Una, North_ Carolina, Virginia, Lexington, expressed" thanks for with some "solid reading," writ- 
Open 9 'Til 9 
122 Big HiB Ave. 
Mori. Thru Sat. 
Luxon Bldg. 
DR.OLDSmOBILE'5 
no-no; 
F-85 Ul-31. 
Getting into an air-inducted head- 
turner these days is a snap. If you 
don't mind swallowing a rather large 
and lumpy chunk of price tag. 
Well, the good Doe, bless him, has 
just crowbarred the rule book all out 
of shape to bring you a minimum- 
weight, 350-cube, cold-air honker for 
less than Ihe average nickel-nursing 
family sedan! 
And on that family steed, you're 
not too likely to find behemoth front 
air scoopers, cold-air carb, high- 
overlap cam, minimum combustion 
chamber volume, oversized valves, 
low-restriction dual exhausts, or an 
Anti-Spin axle (to 4.66-to-1). 
And if you'd like to order more, 
order more! New heavy-duty FE-2 
suspension with front and rear stabi- 
lizers. Close- or wide-ratio 4-speeds. 
Special beefed up "W" automatic 
with firmed-up shifts. Et cetera. 
And tires? Just about every size 
and type that clings: wide-boot red- 
lines, whitewalls, raised letters, or 
fiberglass-belted. Up to F70 x 14". 
How does the good Doc do it for 
so little? That's for us to know-know, 
and for you to find out — at your 
nearest Olds dealer's. 
DR.OUSmOBILC'S UI-3I 
Make your escape from the ordinary. 
Of. Old.mobtl. po...„ no* av.ilable. tot of lour (24" » IS"), plus Dr. Oldimob.i* Book,., Sand $1.00 lo: Oldsmobilo. P.O. Box W-Jt. Owl. CN. Piym.u.K. Mirh„.n U4N 
and West Virginia. "We finally the help received from Dr. Wal- 
got to see what we've been study- lace Lowry of Virginia Poly tech- 
ing in class " said Pat Keefe, nlc Institute , who accompanied 
senior from Richmond. "Profes- the group on a trip from Colum- 
sor Wigley did a good Job of con- blaj S.C. Richard Puchstein, 
necting what we saw out there senior from Springfield, Ohio, 
with what we've been studying," added his appreciation for help 
Perry  Wigley  Is  an assistant received from Dr. Lowry and also 
from a member of the U.S. Geo- 
logical Survey, Dr. Robert Mc- 
Dowell. He accompanied the 
group on a trip from Blacksburg, 
Va. * 
Wigley said "You can makel 
drawings on the blackboard for- 
ever and not teach them as much 
geology as you can ln a short 
time in the field. The field is 
the best laboratory." And Dr. 
Martin D. Mumma, another pro- 
fessor on the trip, agreed. "We 
learn a lot about teaching our 
subject by getting out ln the field 
with the students." 
Other members of the exped- 
LET GEORGfi 
DO IT!" 
HELP YOU 
PLAN YOUR FAMILY'S 
FUTURE SECURITY 
—contact— 
GEORGE 
RIDINGS. JR. 
LUXON BLDG. BIO I ILL AVE,, 
PHONE C2S-44M 
LIFE, HEALTH.. ANNUITIES 
PENSION AND GROUP INS. 
ten in language that only geolog- 
ists  understand:    specimens of 
xenollths, Salisbury $>nelss, po- 
lymectic conglomerate, breccia, hundreds of 
cross bedding, septarian nodule. 
In Virginia they looked at fold- 
ed structures of rock; in West 
Virginia,      they  saw     exposed 
rock.      At     Mt.     Airy, N.C 
they examined a       batholith, 
"a great massof intruded igneous 
rock that for the most part 
stopped its rise a considerable 
distance below the surface." 
Dr. Hunt explained that a 
batholith can be examined in 
detail "by blasting the whole 
thing apart" and it offers clues 
to such happening as mountain 
building, the origin of the earth 
and other things that occurred 
millions   of  years 
I 
1 I 
ago. 
Terrace Helpy-Selfy 
Coin Operated Laundry 
It you're ton busy studying to do your wash, 
let (Mir attendants do it for yoli. 
2 Blocks off W. Main, 
Corner of Poplar & Lombard/ Streets 
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's 
Mexican Study 
Deadline June d 
The deadline for students' in- 
terested in studying this summer 
in Mexico has been extended un- 
til Friday, June 6. 
The summer study, which will 
last from July 13 to August 
20 will be at the Institute Tech- 
nologlco y de Estudlous Super- 
lores de Monterrey. Applications 
and a catalog about the sum- 
mer study may be obtained In 
room   208,  Cammack Building. 
Students could earn up to six 
hours college credit during the 
summer. First and second year 
Spanish courses will be offered. 
Courses also will be offered to 
students who can not speak Span- 
ish. 
•«I?talJUltl0n    *nd feeS ^ b«|*ICHMOND,  KENTUCKY! 
$375.    Round trip plane fare to '  
Mexico would be $157. 
Further  information may be 
obtained ln  room  215, 208 
209 Cammack Building. 
for 
CAR and HOME 
OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM 
TRANSISTOR RADIOS        TAPE RECORDERS 
end 
Car Tape Prayers-Home Tape Players - Stereo 
"Your Electronic Headquarters" 
IviJU/lII ...the family store 
nto [CATALOG ORDER 
135 W. IRVINE ST. 
or 
Samsoiiftef   i 
SATWN LUUUAUB 
25%OFFRS,c£R 
Women's Train Com, re*. $lf.fs  SALE $14.96 
Women's 21-in. Cases, rag. $20.50 SALE |fjg 
Woman'. 24-in. Cases, rag. $23.50  SALE 1f.13 
Woman's 26-in. Corns, rag. $91 JO  SALE 23 J3 
Man's Two-Suiters, rag. $31.50 SALE 23.63 
Man's Three-Suiters, rag. $33JO SALE 25.13 
Rugged and tough stain-repellent body with  lightweight 
aero-metal frame.   Recessed locks. 
LERMANS 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
i 
I 
wdkvv 
DIAMOND       RINGS 
FONTAINI   .     .     .   FROM Si SO 
McCORD 
Jewelry3 
134 West Mai. 
"WHERE YOUR 
CREDIT  IS 
ALWAYS GOOD" 
1 
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YOUR NEW INVESTORS HERITAGE AGENCY AT EKU 
I 
, US Ik 
'    -L-L- - t" 
382391 
^^ 
■\ 
.*♦ 
Doug Hampton 
Tel. 623-3683 
Sandy Ste phtns 
Tel. 623-4469 
Skip Dougherty 
Tel. 622-2780 
TO THE CAMPUS OF EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY: 
Investors Heritage Life Insurance Company is pleas- 
ed to introduce here six of your fellow students who will 
represent us as campus salesmen for a basic insurance plan 
of particular interest to the college market. 
These young salesmen were recruited from your own 
student body. They are interested in you and will be as- 
sociated with you daily. They will be in class with you. They 
will be sharing the same dorm with you. They will be among 
you, available at all-times to answer your questions and, 
best of all, Jo render life insurance service to you. They 
have been carefully trained. You may depend upon them 
for honest, forthright dealings. 
The insurance plan they- will present has been design- 
ed for particular interest to young people on the way up. 
To age 25 it costs you only $36 a year for $10,000 of life 
coverage. At age 25 it anutomatically converts to perman- 
ent life at the guaranteed premium of $149.50 a year per 
unit of $10,000. 
Thereafter, you have five options to buy additional 
uintsof $10,000 each, regardless of health or occupation. 
If the options are exercised, you can own $60,000 of life 
insurance at age 40. 
Additonal advantages are detailed in the brochure re- 
produced below. Nor do we present this attractive plan as 
a stranger in your midst. Investors Heritage is a domestic 
company, founded and owned within the boundaries of 
Kentucky. Our home office is at Second Street and Cap- 
itol Avenue in Frankfort, just five blocks north of the State 
Capitol. We are interested in growing with you, with EKU, 
and wih Kentucky. We solicit your business and commend 
our student salesmen to your perceptive attention. 
Charlie Bradshaw 
Assistant to Harry Lee Waterfield, 
President and Chairman of the Board. 
• 
£pae0Ok 
Young Men 
A Permanent Plan for an Assured 
Financial Estate in the Future 
What is the Assured 
Heritage Protection Plan? 
1. Assured low cost protection during dependent years 
and young adulthood. 
2. Assured protection, regardless of health or occupation, 
in the future. 
3. An Assured foundation for a sound financial estate 
in the future. 
Who is eligible? ANY STUDENT OR PERSON BETWEEN THE AGES OF 
6 MONTHS AND 24 YEARS, 6 MONTHS. 
What is the Assured 
Heritage Protection Premium? 
Premium to Age 25 
$38 annually for 1 unit of $10,000. 
$24 annually for y2 unit of $5,000. 
Converts automatically at age 25 to Ordinary Life 
Does this policy 
automatically convert 
to Permanent Life? 
Yes, at age 25, and the guaranteed premiums are: 
$5,000.00 $10,000.00 
$79.75 $149.50 
Is waiver of 
premium provided? 
AFTER YOUR FIFTEENTH BIRTHDAY 
premium is automatically included. 
J    ■     •-  ■ ■   ■     - '■— 
. Waiver of 
Disability Benefits! If you become totally and permanently disabled after 
age 15 and before age 60, the plan will continue to 
provide coverage, without further payment of premiums 
for as long as the disability continues. 
If you are still disabled at age 25, the cash value in your 
converted policy will grow, even though you are not 
paying the premiums. 
Is there a special 
guaranteed future option to 
purchase any permanent 
plan of insurance? 
How does the special 
Retirement Option work? 
Yes. At ages 28,31,34,37 and 40, an additional policy 
for $10,000.00 or $5,000.00 depending on plan selected 
can be purchased at standard rates regardless of 
your health condition or occupation. 
Retirement or pension option permits you to add funds 
for your retirement program. 
No medical 
examination required! 
If you are in good health. Answer application 
questions on reverse side. 
^_ 
How to apply. Complete the application. It must be signed by the 
parent or guardian if the applicant is under age 15. 
The applicant must sign if age 15 or over. 
■«t*.i EH ..-* O 
Ed Battisti 
Tel. 623-2457 
Jim Wagner 
Tel. 622-3534 
INVESTORS HERITAGE 
200 CAPITOL AVENUE   •   FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 40601 
D—rw) it Ytm Hrmtf Steve Lewis 
Tel. 623-3489 
.. 
'■ ,..;^sif^as^.;*":>i«s Hi:.t- MM ■ KHiaH ./=.' *':V.-.-«•"..:: r-"Wv-. ^.^^sSJ-r.'.-^-'-TTj. 
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Thornton, Pergram Acclaimed 
Best Actor, Actress By Honorary 
for   the     best 
in  a   cameo role 
to Falvia Smith for    her 
BY  JUDI  LEDFORD iwd for    her performance  as to-.^^a!££2
am™* 
STAFF     WRITER Abigail In "The Crucible." Per- "V" 3rd 
Kathy  Thornton  and      Larry gram was   acclaimed  best ac- Performance 
Pergram  were presented    with tor     for  his  performance     In we, 
best actress and  actor awards,  "In White  America." perform 
respectively, at the first annual      Lelanl Butler was   voted best [J^jJ™JJ ZJzfiLrner Truth 
Alpha     Psl  Omega awards supporting actress for her per-     Harry F   Thompson' associate 
presentation     held   May. 10.   In formance     as  Tltuba    In "The prEr    l^ZZ',  received 
Pearl Buchanan Theatre. Crucible."  Darrell Garrett re- a special award   for his   out- 
Miss Thornton received    her  celved    the best  supporting ac- standing    contributions   and his 
dedication 
on 
FROSTING 
$16.50 
</>i tt v ii t 
''/;>/■ 
ru< 
to the University 
Theatre and his students dur- 
ing  the past two years. 
Special awards were also pre- 
sented to Jo Feltner and Bruce 
Williams for the female and 
male voted by Alpha Psl Omega 
as the most dedicated to the 
University  Theatre 1968-69. 
In acceptance of his award, 
a statue he has named APOL- 
TCEKU, for Alpha Psi Omega 
and the Little Theatre Club at 
EKU, Thompson said, "I am 
surprised and overwhelmed by 
the gesture. I've been sitting 
back there admiring this thing 
all night. This has caught me 
'way off guard. Now I will 
always have something tang- 
ible to remember those stu- 
dents with whom I have worked 
at Eastern." 
KEG, Pellegrinon Win 
Rah-Rahs And Bow-Wows 
Candidates for cheerleader try-out for places 
on next year's cheerleading crew, with the 
rah-rahs accompanied by a few bow-wows 
as a campus pet takes part. From left are 
Rita Lawrence. Mike Bowers, Jovita Dick, 
Chuck Froebe, Leslie Funk, and Randy 
Parker. 
(Staff photo by Tug Wilson) 
'"" -JSSfe m 
Sandals.. . forever modern . . . forever beautiful... Masterpieces 
of Italian workmanship. 
ELDERS 
Richmond's 
Family Store 
Since 1893 V 
^N* 
Higher Education Poses Questions 
(Continued from Page One) 
coal miners' support, have promised a fight 
to the end. 
Gov. Louie Nunri recently assured con- 
struction of a four-year college in northern 
Kentucky that will require at least $10 mil- 
lion to erect the needed physical plant and 
other necessities required of such a facility. 
The University of Louisville seems a sure 
bet to become a~full partner in the state 
system if backlash over recent student un- 
rest on that campus does not grow to large 
proportions. 
The community college system, contin- 
ually growing to every hamlet that com- 
mands any political power, will need a 
large increase in state monies if it expects 
to continue growing. 
And the four regional universities, Ken- 
tucky State College and the University of 
Kentucky will once again be jockeying for 
another substantial increase in support to 
keep pace with expanding curriculums, 
growing faculties and towering academic 
and residential structures. 
Obviously, more money — much more 
money — is an absolute necessity. 
But from where will this support come? 
Is centralized control of higher education 
an answer? Can the Legislature afford to 
raises taxes again? Will public backlash 
against student unrest injure education's 
cause? Will another substantial hike in tui- 
tion be necessary ? Will a ceiling be placed 
on the number of out-of-state students per- 
mitted to attend school in Kentucky? 
Those are the unresolved questions that, 
when answered, will set a definite trend 
for an education system arriving in uncer- 
tain times with an even greater amount 
of uncertainty. 
(Continued from Page One) 
SO cents to a student legal aid 
fund, and 
50 cents to the Progress. 
Freshmen,  sophomores,    and 
juniors only voted on the refer- 
endum. 
The officers will be InaiigtF 
rated at a banquet Wednesday, 
May 28. 
The KEQ party has control- 
led the presidency, and the ma- 
jority of student association of- 
fices, for the last five years. 
The platform issued last week 
by the KEG ticket stated: "Let 
it be known that Eastern stu- 
dents wil no longer tolerate ad- 
ministrative indifference to 
their needs." 
Pellegrinon said last week 
that: 
Eastern's ROTC program 
should be voluntary. 
Classroom attendance should 
not   be  compulsory. 
Coeds should have no hours. 
Students should be allowed to 
live  off campus. 
Insco had told the Progress 
last Wednesday that he would 
withdraw from the race, though 
those plans never officially ma- 
terialized. 
The results were announced 
at 10 p.m. yesterday in the data 
processing  center,   Administra- 
Yearbook Staff 
Positions Open 
Students Interested In Joining 
the   1969-70 Milestone staff are 
invited to make application at the 
Office of  Public Affairs, third 
floor, Jones Building. 
There are presently openings 
on all sections of the '70 Mile- 
stone, be said. 
MT**7 
M 
Dr. Otero Gets Grant 
i 
FROM THE BOOKS 
mm m MW 8 
Sweatshirts - $1.00 Off 
20% off on Teeshirts and Sweatershirts 
Regular $3.98 Albums -• Now $2.99 
Special EKU Stationery Reg. $1 JO - Now 89c 
Also A Spotlight Super Special For Girls 
SELL YOUR BOOKS AT 
E30QB0BQ 
BOOKSTORE 
Dr. Raymond B. Otero, assis- 
tant professor of biology at East- 
ern, has received a $2,072 grant 
from the Brown-Hasen Fund of 
the Research Corporation of Chi- 
cago for biological research, 
- Dr. Otero wlK'u* the grant, 
awarded through the faculty re- 
search budget at Eastern, to 
study the means of entry of 
naked deoxytibonuclelc acid 
(DNA) into a bacterial cell. East- 
ern graduate students, Greg Z. 
Davis, Richmond, and James W. 
Snyder Bremen Ohio are en- 
gaged In preliminary investiga- 
Baseball Ends 
(Continued from Page Five)) 
mound for Eastern. He pitched the 
first four innings and was credit- 
ed with the loss. Andrews ended 
the season with a 3-1 mark. Tay- 
lor pitched the last four Innings. 
Transylvania scored all three 
of its runs in the second inning. 
Larry Jones singled and third 
baseman Rollla Flshback hit a 
home run over the short right 
field screen to give the Pion- 
eers a 2-0 lead. Transylvania 
added its final run of the in - 
Ding when with two out, Jim 
Hicks hit a run-scoring double. 
Eastern's runs came in the 
fifth inning on solo home runs 
by Andrews and Ashby. 
Kim Rustay was the winning 
pitcher for Transy. 
Cralg Milburn and Ashby led 
Eastern with two hits each. Ble- 
wltt, Roberts, Cook, Andrews, 
and Lee Hucker added one hit 
each. 
Final pitching records for the 
Colonels were as follows: An- 
drews, 3-1; McCullough, 2-1; 
Carl Shay, 2-1; Billy Wells, 1-0; 
Steve Garrett, 1-1; Taylor, 2-2; 
Robertson. 2-3. 
Eastern's final 
tions of this subject, Otero said. 
Brown-Hazel grants are a- 
warded to colleges, universit- 
ies and medical schools for sup- 
port of the blomedlcal and bio- 
logical sciences, with particular 
'emphasis on mlcrobioloby, im- 
munology and biochemistry, Dr. 
Otero said. 
"The grants are made primar 
ily to initiate creative fundamen- 
tal research proposed and per- 
formed by faculty members ear- 
ly in their academic careers, and 
to aid the more divergent and 
speculative studies conducted by 
established investigators," he 
added. 
Dr. Otero Is from Rochester 
N.Y. 
tion Building. The ballots wei 
counted  through IBM. 
Candidates'  posters must b| 
removed today. 
Twenty-nine per cent of 
student association voted 
year when six candidates i.    __ 
office and incumbent Presldenl 
Steve   Wilborn   ran  unopposef 
for the presidency. 
Forty-five per cent of the stuj 
dent association voted in U 
when 13  candidates sought 
flee. 
Voting was from 10 am. 
5 p.m. in all residence halls, thi 
Student Union, and Brockton.] 
SNEA Elects 
New Officers 
The Student National Educa-] 
tion Association held its 
installation of new officers 
past week in the Ferrell RoomJ 
The officers for the 1969-7C 
school year Include: Sandy Hin-I 
ger and Virginia Parmley, co-I 
presidents, Bonnie Adams, vlce-l 
president, Connie BaughmanJ 
secretary. Gloria Waters, treas-1 
urer, and Barbara Bunch ,| 
historian. 
A banquet honoring this year'j 
officers and next year's officers! 
was held Thursday, May 8, in the! 
Blue Room of the Student Unlonl 
Building. 
Zola Hammond, 1968-09 pres- 
ident of the Eastern chapter <$\ 
S.N.E.A., was elected secretary! 
of the Kentucky Student National! 
Education Association for thtl 
coming year at its state spring! 
convention in Louisville, held oa| 
April 26. 
Sifts For All Occasions 
GOODWIN'S 
GIFT SHOP 
Greeting Cards 
Sealing Wax and Seal 
Graduation Gifts. 
Wa Gift Wrap^-Wrap for Mailing- 
Will do your mailing on raquast. 
No Charge 
SnuvU S&ofr 
College - Career 
Ph. 623-4200 
fOR THE BEST VALUE IN • Seamless 
SPORTSWEAR, SKIRTS   I   MESH 9 
BLOUSES, SWEATERS    \    HOSE  • 
e   2 prs. e 
SHOP   • MOO : 
was 13-9 
the OVC. 
and 
overall record 
5-7 In the OVC. 
Campus Flick 
HIRAM BROCK 
AUDITORIUM 
May 15—Thursday 
No Movie- 
Mr. Peter Jennings 
Auspices Public Affairs 
Forum Committee 
May 16 a 1T-FM. * Sat. 
THE BLISS OF 
MRS. BLOSSOM 
Shirley "-"i*^ 
Richard Attenborough, 
•lames Boothe 
May 19 * 20—Mon. a Tuee. 
THE ODD COUPLE 
■lack Lemmon, Walter Matthau 
May SI a 22—Wed. a ThursT 
ROSEMARY'S BABY 
Mia Farrow, John Cassavetes 
SELECTED SHORT  " 
SUBJECTS 
ALL PROGRAMS 
623-4981 
FRANKLIN 
111 WEST MAi ST. RICHMOND, KY. I 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Daniel Boone ChicKen 'nBeef 
NOW OPEN 
tllcfcat 7:30 p.m> 
8:00 p.m.- 
If* 
IS) see 
11 TO 12 
DIAL 623-7609 
[astern By-Pass 
B^H 
Just A Little Help 
, It was never done like this in the days of Pony Express 
riders, but then again, Pony Express riders never rode in a 
marathon bike race. This "uhdelicate" rider exchange took 
place   in  festivities 
fraternity. 
sponsored Saturday by   Delta Upsilon 
(Staff photo by Ken Harlow) 
•• Kappa Phi Delta Wins In Bike Race leges and universities to offer comprehensive programs pro - vlding students with an As - 
■odate of Arts degree after two 
By DONNA POUST en»- direct<* <* Placement, was the  2nd   Annual Delta Upsilon als- kn«« were ^"^ ox*> *"J J2"; !MiernM
PrMldWlL **' 
SteKWriter stamping his feet,  rubbing his Bike Race. f?me feet   ™"»   ***".   tu""Ld R(J*rt4R- *****> was a strong 
he monSnir looked a little ^nds and showing off his red The day was permeated with «Meways. The winning girls supporter of the program from 
aunnJ butane vrfnd^was roarine eara ~ *e temperature was 49 laughter and good times as rid- *•" KaPPa **« "f^ Sor2"*S; *• beginning and urged the 
IWmllesShcSr^^vS?   degrees - just prior to starting ers   missed   hand-offs    in   ex-    Trophy presentaUons and toe Board   of Regents to initiate a 
changes  and  bikes and     boys crowning  of the  queen    were community college program. 
If Community College 
| Eastern's 'Extension* 
BY  KERRY    COOPER       year programs at Eastern. There 
STAFF WRITER i8   also special   financial as - 
- A     young    man sits at    the slstance and scholarships offer- 
turntable Playing the top  songs  ed by business  or merchant or- 
of today. The station is WEKU- gam rations     in   your   specific 
FM radio, the young man   Is a field, 
student     in Eastern's two-year 
program in broadcasting of the The Richmond Community Col- 
Ricnmond Community College. iege offers specialized training 
What is the Richmond Com - programs with more options 
munity College? It is a recent than offered at any otter corn- 
extension of Eastern and is an munity college in the state. Like 
on-campus function. It is not a the young man learning by ex- 
•eparate building or structure perience at WEKU-FM radio, 
as are other community col - other courses offer similar 
Jages, but It is not Just a name, assistance in smaller groups. 
It   is a  two  -year     vocational ' 
arts program for those students Some courses now in the 
who want to specialize in their curriculum Include agriculture 
field in a minimum amount of mechanization, ornamental hor- 
tlme. Therefore, these stu- tlculture, food « service tech - 
dents attend the same classes nology, drafting technology,ap- 
under the same faculty as other plied electronics, printing, gen- 
^SXa? !?"io«r frT'l8* •"* l»w enforcement, lndustri- 
*I^2? » «. SC ..W1S al security, nursing, vocational 
jfifFSi i H ?^ crafts, date processing, secre- State Legislature     urged col -  ttrtoi
,
icl#nc,i»nd  many others 
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B. T. SPURUN REALTY CO. 
WE CHARGE ZS COMMISSION 
MS CoUins St. 
Btdiwiona, Ky. 
BESS  SPURLIN 
Real Estate Broker 
•ts-SMt 
Phone CM-em 
I FRANK MORROW 
I Ctt-flM 
"Cheese a Reel Estate Finn Whose 
Are Oradnates of Our University" 
ieei m loniooofliiioou 
CITY TAXI 
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab 
24 Hour Service 
623-1400 
ALL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE 
SISUSO luuuumoosnnnni 
both hit  the pavement.    Then held at the dance that  night 
there were the Teke exchanges, Shlrley J*"**     T-JT'SJS 
two boys grabbing the in-com- 2,ueen A
of £e P *?,      t 
ing rider, Ind the next man up Ra^e,^f <*• day wound up at 
grabbing the bike. Sounds great midnight, i 
in theory and even looks good wind,   and   the   D.U.'s 
Dr. Kenneth Clawson, a slender 
young man    sporting   a   crew 
cut, is  the Dean of the college. 
, ,JJ~. His office is In room 117 of the 
started  Administration Building. 
Admission fees   and require- 
ments are the same as the four- 
iCouncil Approves Report? 
on paper - but It didn't always PlannlftS for next *•**•■   race 
work out as planned, like when 
the rider went running off down 
the track chasing his  manless 
bike. 
The four..hour marathon race     (Continued from Page One)       his profession." Discussed was 
wound up at 1:00 p.m. with the as part of the Committee       on, whether or not   mis  consltuted 
?,U;2oi   ing fi«8o pl?c.e, cl??k" Academic Practices, which   the' * "confidential" file, 
ing 1381 laps or 103 and % miles, statement   proposed   to handle     Additional discussion was re- 
3£L S^E? 2S£? iVS! institutional    failures. Outgoing ferred to the next meeting, when 
Ka SlU C^riobL SdSs s*taBt CouncU President Stev! the revised Powell Report will 
weJe'^w^rded^ftroplSie^e Wllborn    stated, "The role   of ales be considered. 
K.D. team was    composed    of *> observer    would    not be   to      ronn „llm,n   -__       __   .. 
track team members, 4ofthem vote   and discuss, but only ob- mSX^SJSSS£*        ^ 
from Trinidad - they followed ««™." SSoHn„.^^ !^~ 
D.U. by 14 laps with 124 miles.      "Why    is there nothing stated g£atlona.   "^   ***** 
The last event of the day was about curriculum require -, 2?™*°°?""* 
the tricycle race. Nine teams ments?" questioned Councilman °y May 28. "The applications for 
were entered with four girls Charles Poynter. "They tell you ^°*ts will be available In the 
to a team. Feet slipped off ped- go   according      to    your  cat- St**®11* Government Office   and 
the office of the   Director of 
There are many courses 
under consideration for the 
fall term, but have not yet re- 
ceived final approval from the 
President and the Board of 
Regent*. 
Students who wish to have. 
more specialised training In a' 
shorter period of time may do 
so by enrolling In the community 
college. 
"Graduates with an Associate 
of Arts degree are better equip- 
ped as citizens, for community 
leadership and service to others, 
earn a living, and to enjoy 
life of productive work," said 
Dean Clawson. 
STOP and SHACK of 
BURGER BROIL 
The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburgers 
one French Fries* 
Shakes:    Vanilla • Strawbarry • Chocolate 
Broiling makes the difference 
West Main Street Richmond. Ky 
that ap- 
tees for 
floats must be In 
Meeting Slated 
CORNER NORTH SECOND 
RICHMOND. KENTUC 
VERNOW,*0FT 
IRVINE ST. 
alogue,   but that's   not the way 
It works." 
During       the       last Facul-     Also   discussed was  
ty Senate meeting the Vml'a statement that "Trans- «*ted, *!« ,/•_'Freshman 
International Student Organ!- crlDts « » tudent's record fj»J ?*" dar,B!l2T ^S^Jt 
IOVZWDWVSM aTof- are not * *• Provided to a- *** ** excluded until next 
SdU o^nSSSn on campus. *™cies outside the university *•£. and Homecoming Queen 
Ite flrefSeSng will^Theld Jlttoul the consent of the stu- %g™~ *£■" *£°?«; 
Thursday nightln Roark 203 ^nt. exc«* »* *• discretion ™m the beginning of the fail 
at 7:00 where a film on Greece **! registrar ,m accordance 
will be shown. wltn *•     etnlcal  Practices of 
Student Affairs and    Activities 
the pro- ln the Administration Building, 
lester." The date for Home- 
ig is October 25. 
Students Honored In Ceiemonies 
GRADUATION SIFTS 
Name Brands You Know & Trust 
LESS Than Regular Price 
ENGRAVING FREE WHILE YOU WAIT 
WESSLER   JEWELERS 
Richmond's Quality Store For Over Quarter Century 
NEXT TO BEOLBY DRUG .    PH. 623-1292 
am 
(Continued from Page One) 
Oratory Contest, Robert War- 
Held, Louisville; Keene Or- 
atory Contest, Anne Stlgall, 
Somerset; Outstanding Varsity 
Debaters. Robert Warfleld , 
Louisville, and Store Stanley . 
Zanesfleld, Ohio; Outstanding 
Novice Debater, Jodye Rogers. 
Zanesfleld. Ohio. 
English-- Highest Academic 
Record ln English Courses- 
Margaret Carol Lunsford, Far- 
mington,   Conn.; Roy B. Clark 
Award for Prose Fiction. Chris- 
tine Knepper; Cincinnati; Parry 
M. Grlse Award for Poetry, Rob- 
enne 
Cutting a v«ry 
skap«ly figure 
Mdf§a • • • 
our crackling fresh, cotton 
pique bra shifts, coolest 
way we know to show off 
a super tan. Not to be 
overlooked (as if anyone 
could) the marvy midriff 
Cut-outs. Petites pick theirs 
with a polka dot insert, 
sizes3-H.5to 13'ers 
prefer theirs without. 
White only. $9 
ntn, Augusta; George B. Ken- MoSle; NDEA Graduate Fel- 
drlck. Parts, and Bruce E. Saf- lowsbtp to Rutgers University, 
riet Louisville. Gless Moore, Richmond. 
Political sdence-Outstand-       Accounting-Stephen        Cart 
ing Senior Major. Jerry Carter, 
cco ting- - te e  
Hunteberger, OrrvUle, Ohio. 
.■■■■•« ■ -■■■   -■ ■      '■).■■ 
JSi^*-^tS?* SL^tlWi NAKED RUNNER Clark Award. Betty Jo Brows, 
Brodhead  and   Robert   Pollock, 
Foreign languages—Russian 
[Diane K. Hill. Louisville; 
Spanish, Barbara Peercy Mon- 
tlcello; German, Audrey Morrl- 
sn, Mt Sterling, and French, 
Barbara Phillips, Valley Sta- 
tion. 
History— Outstanding Senior 
Major, Roger Douglas Reiner, 
Trenton, N.J.; Outstanding Sen- 
ior History and Social Science! 
Major, Brands Sue Beaty, 
Dayton, Ohio. 
Mathematics--   Freshman a- 
lesrd, George W. Halaey. Wal- 
tofi (Kenton County) and Vicki 
I. Marlow, Louisville. 
Music—Achievement  ln    tbef 
sTring Area Susan Lovell, Rich- 
mond; Woodwinds, Lester John- 
son, Louisville; Brass Winds, 
James Michael Byrnes, Morris- 
town N.J.: Vocal Sharon Joy. 
Crank* Ky.; Keyboard David 
Alan Bottom Springfield. 
Physics--Outstanding    ln El- 
ementary Physics. Danny R. Faa-I 
RICHMOND 
DRIVE IN THEATRE 
4 Miles South on U.S. 25 
Berea Road—Ph. 623-1718 
m 
l 
I 
P 
m 
:>y. .. 
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS: 
~%M UtREEf' " onr WAhk STREET 
^ • :* 
  ~~*           - *- -  "    ■■■■•■■•■•...■-.•. irAsaesaaaisA'saMiMaa'*'* *j"**mi ' ' * ' ■■-•*    ■;■■    _■ 
Tonight & Friday 
June Ormond 
THE EXOTIC ONES 
—■ Saturday — 
Carroll Whit* 
'THE TOUCHAM.ES* 
"POOR COW" 
Sun. - Mon. • Tuts. 
Raqud Wekh 
Jim Brown 
"100 RIFLES" 
In Color 
Wod. - Thurs. - Fri. 
May 21. 22. 23 
John Wayno 
"HEU FIGHTERS" 
James Garner 
'THE FINK JUNGLE" 
Come Early —One 
Showing Wad.. Thurs., 
Fri. and Sat. nights. 
Movie Starts At Dusk 
You've Tried The Rest Now Try The Best 
Eat It Here. Take It Out 
DELIVERY SERVICE 
PHONE 623-5400 
OPEN: 4 P.M. TO 1 A.M. SUN. THRU THURS. 
4 P.M. TO 2 A.M.. FRI. AND SAT. 
We Don't Advertise The WORLD'S BEST 
PIZZA. We Serve It! 
If— 
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MM WE &mmm V 
OUR LAST RECORD SALE WAS NOT THE TYPE PROMOTION THAT 
THE CAMPUS BOOKSTORE WANTED TO OFFER IT'S CUSTOMERS 
© o o STARTING    MAYH®™:1EIME 
ARRANGED TO HAVE OVER 1,000 PEICES OF RECORDS, fv 
MIL TO QKieiLrog® 
ClOSE OUT 
•HH* 
Themanut 
appro** 
each Pac 
r 
& & 
, Manpower *ero 
Dial Soap    ;   >V : 
\ \ 
ON AND GET 
WITH THIS GREAT RECORD BONANZA 
ROCK 'N ROLL / ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACKS 
RHYTHM & 8WES / JAZZ / FOLK / BIG BRANDS / TV THEMES 
MOOD MUSIC / VOCALS /  COUNTRY & WESTERN/ CLASSICAL 
and Just about every other recorded category. 
SPECIAL 
SELECTION 
CHOICE 
& $199 
EACH 
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST 
■< 
CAMPUS 
Student Union Building 
USED & NEW BOOKS 
